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New Technology for
Stronger Plastic Gears
Gleason-K2 Plastics Eliminates Weld
Lines with No Machining
With the acquisition of K2 Plastics,
Gleason is now a source for strong,
quiet thermoplastic gears containing
no weld-lines, with a thru-hole and no
secondary machining.
“Coupling Gleason’s arsenal of nonlinear contact FEA and advanced gear
design software, with the latest engineered thermoplastics, Gleason-K2
Plastics’ gears are a top choice for all
demanding plastic gearing applications,” says Klaus Kremmin, general
manager of the Gleason-K2 Plastics
division of The Gleason Works.
Weld, meld or knit lines in a molded
gear are where two or more material
flow fronts meet. Weld lines create a
weak point in the gear, where material strength can be just a fraction of
the normal material strength, particularly in fiber- or glass-filled resins. The
result is that the typical 2–4 X safety
factor isn’t sufficient for gears with
weld lines.
“This is also why we continually see
frustrated customers who had gears
designed and manufactured elsewhere upset with their cracked gears,”
Kremmin says. “The gears cracked at
the weld line due to thermal and contact load cycling beyond the weld-line
limits. As the gearing engineer, you
are forced to test for weld-line strength
yourself to properly select an appropriate safety factor for your design since
material data sheets do not provide this
information.”
Gleason-K2 plastic gears can provide
optimized gear designs, verified by
FEA analysis. In some cases, depending on the material, an additional 1,000
percent improvement in strength can
be achieved by the elimination of the
weld lines. “That is an order of magnitude improvement in plastic gear
strength, which is a very significant
advancement in plastic gearing,” says
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Kremmin. With Gleason gear design
software, an experienced gear designer can also optimize gear profiles for
increased contact ratio, reduced sliding
ratio and reduced bearing loads, providing strong, silent, low-wear plastic
gears.
Accuracy drops one to three AGMA
levels comparing gears manufactured
without weld lines to gears made with
them. A weld-line-free Gleason-K2
gear can measure less than 0.0010" for
TCE (total composite error) and under
0.0003" for TTE (tooth to tooth error)
while the ID is kept to ±0.0005".
“Gleason-K2 has taken an art, reinvented the science and finally turned it
into a robust, highly repeatable proprietary process vastly superior to the two
approaches typically taken to address
the weld-line issue,” Kremmin says.
One standard “best practice” solution
to the weld-line issue is to first mold
the gear with a test tool of a gear containing multiple gates centered close to

The residual stress, caused by a poor molding
process, can be seen by the colored fringes
inside the part.

the ID, while maintaining strict control
of the appropriate pressure and temperatures. Then, the error of the resultant
gear containing weld lines is accurately
measured in order to construct a second tool with the negative of the first
tool’s error in hopes of cancelling it
out. The second tool now has negative
error built into it, but still produces
gears with a weld line. A second, better
standard option is to disc gate the gear
with a blind hole and then machine the
disc gate off to achieve a thru-hole.
This process, however, requires transporting the molded gear to its machining operation, precisely chucking it up
to machine away the disc gate, and
then de-burring it without getting any
machining fines onto the electrostatically charged gear flanks.

Example of plastic gear with cracks at the weld line due to thermal and contact load cycling
beyond the weld-line limits (left) and no weld lines on the right (all photos courtesy of
Gleason-K2).
www.geartechnology.com

A complete line of strong, quiet thermoplastic gears
containing no weld-lines, with a thru-hole and no
secondary machining (pictured right), is offered by
Gleason-K2.

“Producing perfectly clean, ‘ding
free’ and accurate gears, all at an economical price, from this process is
very difficult,” according to Kremmin.
“We’ve found both of these solutions
to be highly inferior to Gleason’s noweld-line solution. Gleason-K2’s solution builds only one tool which molds
plastic gears from any thermoplastic
resin with a wide processing window
without weld lines or any secondary
machining. It does this while providing
a gear with the least amount of residual
stress of any competing gear molder.”
Reducing the impact of residual
stress. Take a polarized lens and look
at a molded part made of a clear resin.
The residual stress can be seen by the
colored fringes inside the part. The
stress is caused by a poor molding process. Cooling the molded gear too soon
or constraining it in the mold because
of poorly calculated part shrinkage will
induce residual stress. Residual stress
is also caused by poor part geometry,
gating and ejection. Kremmin says that
residual stress becomes particularly
apparent when a gear undergoes thermal cycling either by transport to the
end user or by load cycling. The stress
will want to relax, resulting in gear
warpage. “I have found most molders
do not consider the impact of residual
stress in their parts,” Kremmin says.
“They are having a hard enough time
predicting shrink and achieving a part
to print, let alone dealing with another
layer of complexity to reduce the residual stress in their moldings. As long as
their parts meet the print, they are OK
to ship. I’m sure residual stress will be
talked about now.”

www.geartechnology.com
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twiCe as big,
just as fast.

2-3 weeK

DeliVeries
with materials in stock.

The no-weld-line process works
for all thermoplastic resins including
unfilled elastomers, acetal, nylon, urethane and filled polycarbonate, PPS,
PEEK and ultra-exotic high temperature materials with melt temperatures
above 800°F and heat deflection temperatures greater than 600°F. “We
can even insert-mold our gears onto
metal bushings, tooth plates and hubs,
still producing a gear with no weld
lines and no secondary machining,”
Kremmin adds.
Besides gears, pulleys, encoder
wheels, tooth plates, bushings, sleeves,
nozzles and tubes, any molded part
with a hole through it that would normally be produced with weld lines can
now be made weld-line free with the
proprietary Gleason-K2 process.

N E W S
Ltd. (MHI) have been used for automotive products, the company intends to
actively pursue the market for largergear machines in order to win more
orders. Witness the large-gear grinding
machine ZGA2000 and large-gear hobbing machine GEA1200 as products
that provide highly efficient, highly
accurate machining.
ZGA2000 Large-Gear Grinding
Machine
The ZGA2000 is a gear grinding
machine capable of handling workpiece diameters up to 2,000 mm. A
high machining accuracy is required
during the gear grinding process. In

For more information:

Carbon,
alloy &
stainless
steel rings
4–144” oD.

Gleason-K2 Plastics Division
The Gleason Works
8210 Buffalo Road
Bergen, NY 14416
Phone: (585) 494-2470
www.k2plasticsinc.com

Large-Gear
Grinding
and Gear
Hobbing
Machines
Provide HighEfficiency
Production
for Large-Part
Manufacturers

mcinnesrolledrings.com
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There has recently been an increased
demand for machining large gears for
use in wind turbine gearboxes, mining
equipment, and so on. And although
the world economy continues to
struggle, that demand is expected to
continue as wind turbine generators
and construction equipment recover.
While most gear machines manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
www.geartechnology.com

this process, the tooth surfaces of a
gear are ground after heat treatment.
For highly accurate and efficient
machining, the ZGA2000 uses builtin motors for the wheel and dress
spindles, and a direct-drive motor and
high-stiffness hydrostatic bearing for
the worktable spindle. As a result,
it can reduce machining time by 20
percent, compared to the existing
ZG1000 model, and it has achieved a
machining accuracy compliant with
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GEA1200 Large-Gear Hobbing
Machine
The GEA1200 is a gear hobbing
machine capable of handling workpiece diameters up
to 1,200 mm; it can
also efficiently cut
gears with a high
degree of accuracy.
The GEA1200 incorporates a motor with
a rated output of 30
kW for the main spindle and a triple-lever
clamping mechanism
to enhance the hob
clamping force, thereby
improving stiffness of
the hob head. Similar
to the ZGA2000, MHI
adopted a high-stiffness
hydrostatic bearing for
the worktable spindle
and employed a doubleworm backlash eliminator to enable stable
heavy cutting. MHI
also modeled the entire
machine and used a
static and dynamic stiffness analysis technique
based on three-dimensional finite element modeling (FEM) to optimize the
rib layout. This provides an optimum
design with a high degree of stiffness,
while reducing the component weight.
As a result, the GEA1200 can reduce
machining time by 30 percent compared to the existing GB100, and has
achieved a machining accuracy compliant with Class 5 or higher, according
to new Japanese Industrial Standards
(JIS).

Future Developments
While developing these large-gear
machines, MHI focused on the creation of a modular design applicable
to different types of equipment, such
as gear hobbing, shaping and grinding
machines. MHI has adopted a basic
machine structure capable of handling
maximum workpiece diameters ranging from 1,200–4,000 mm, making it
possible to quickly deliver a machine
after an order has been placed. The
large-gear grinding machine ZGA2000
and large-gear hobbing machine

GEA1200 have already been delivered
to users in Japan. MHI is currently
manufacturing the SEA1600—a largegear shaping machine that handles
workpiece diameters up to 1,600 mm.

For more information:

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries America, Inc.
46992 Liberty Drive
Wixom, MI 48393
Phone: (248) 669-0614
www.mitsubishigearcenter.com

From complex micro-machining to
cutting exotic, difﬁcult-to-machine
materials and creating new technology,
Seco partners closely with manufacturers
to understand the challenges you
face and develop innovative solutions
to meet your needs – we call this
Secovation. At IMTS 2012, bring
your challenges to us in Booth
W-1564 to experience the solutions
that will redeﬁne your operations.

SECOVATION [see-koh’-vey-shun’n]
noun: A productivity enhancing,
proﬁtability boosting, process
redeﬁning technological innovation
developed as a direct result of
Seco’s close relationships with its
customers.

EXPERIENCE SECOVATION AT
IMTS 2012 WHERE CHALLENGE
MEETS SOLUTION
SECOTOOLS.COM/US

Class 1 or higher, according to the new
Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS).
Furthermore, to reduce downtime MHI
strove to increase the speed and accuracy of the on-machine gear inspection
device. MHI succeeded in reducing
the travel distance from the tooth root
to the tip of a contact probe during
tooth profile measurement, thereby
improving the efficiency with which
the machine can be controlled and
checked.

N E W S

Scan this QR code to visit
our IMTS showroom.

www.geartechnology.com
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Dudley’s
Handbook
of Practical
Gear Design
NOW Available in
Second Edition
The revised edition of Dudley’s
Handbook of Practical Gear Design
and Manufacture is now available
to order. For more than 30 years,
Practical Gear Design, later re-titled
the Handbook of Practical Gear
Design, has been the leading engineering guide and reference on the subject. The revised edition, by Johnson
Control’s Stephen P. Radzevich, covers the design of all types of gears
involved in practical gear manufacture,
applications and problem solving. The
text is well-illustrated as evidenced by
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the hundreds of photos and schematics that clearly illustrate designs and
uses; almost 200 tables provide reference data. Selected chapters include:
Gear Design Trends; Gear Types and
Nomenclature; Gear Tooth Design;
Preliminary Design Considerations;
Design Formulas; Gear Materials;
Gear Manufacturing Methods; Design
of Tools to Make Gear Teeth; Kinds
and Causes of Gear Failures; Special
Design Problems; Gear Reactions
and Mountings; Gear Vibration;
Appendices; and References and Index.
Additionally, Theory of Gearing:
Kinematics, Geometry and Synthesis
is now available. This book systematically presents and develops a scientific
theory of gearing, specifically for those
involved in gear design, analysis, and
manufacture. The author begins with
a few simple postulates that form the
foundation of the theory of gearing.
The postulated concepts are limited
just to two entities, namely to (a) rotation vectors of the driving shaft and of

the driven shaft, and to (b) torque on
the driving shaft.

For more information:

CRC Press
6000 Broken Sound Parkway NW, Suite
300
Boca Raton, FL 33487
Phone: (800) 272-7737
www.crcpress.com

All
Are Right Here
All The
the Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need are
DTR is one of the world’s largest producers.

DTR. Your best choice for high quality gear cutting tools.
DTR is a world class supplier of the finest high performance long-life gear
manufacturing tools, for small and large gear cutting applications.
Established in 1976, we are one of the world’s largest producers of cutting
tools, shipping to over 20 countries.
DTR offers a full line of gear cutting tools including:
• Hobs
• Chamfering and Deburring Tools
• Carbide Hobs
• Broaches
• Shaper Cutters • Master Gears
• Milling Cutters
We can produce virtually any tool you need for auto, aerospace, wind,
mining, construction and other industrial gears.
Every tool is precision-made utilizing high speed steel, premium powder
metal or carbide and the latest in coatings, to achieve superior cutting and
long life. DTR uses top of the line equipment including Reischauer CNC
grinders and Klingelnberg CNC sharpeners and inspection equipment.
Learn more about our outstanding quality tools at www.dragon.co.kr.
Call us at 847-375-8892 for your local sales representative or
Email alex@dragon.co.kr for a quotation.

IMTS BOOTH #

N-6658

DTR has sales territories available. Call for more information.
(formerly Dragon Precision Tools)

WWW.DRAGON.CO.KR
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U.S. Office Location (Chicago)
Email inquiries to: alex@dragon.co.kr
2400 E. Devon Ave., Suite 210, Des Plaines, IL 60018
PHONE: 847-375-8892 Fax: 847-699-1022
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Headquarters
36B-11L, Namdong Industrial Complex, Namdong-Gu, Incheon, Korea
PHONE: +82.32.814.1540
FAX:
+82.32.814.5381

Drake

For more information:

Drake Manufacturing Services Co.
4371 North Leavitt Road
Warren, OH 44485
Phone: (330) 847-7291
Fax: (330) 847-6323
www.drakemfg.com

Ships Steering
Worm Grinder to
Europe
Drake Manufacturing Services Co.
has recently shipped a GS:TE-LM 200
Steering Worm Grinder to a European
automotive parts supplier. The machine
will finish grind the thread geometry
on a steering worm shaft. It is equipped
with Drake’s Smart Spindle technology, which features an acoustic emis-

NTX2000

sions sensor mounted in the high-speed
spindle. This sensor detects the sound
of the wheel touching the part to within less than one micron. In effect, the
wheel becomes a probe for the part,
automatically equalizing stock on both
sides of a thread groove. The result is a
significant improvement in setup, quality and productivity. The GS:TE-LM
200 is also equipped with a part load
verification system. The robot picks
a part off the pallet and places it in
a measuring fixture in the machine.
Measurement sensors detect a particular feature on the part and determine
if it is correctly oriented. Once verified, the part is placed in the collet and
grinding begins.

It’s time to shift gears—by combining complex machining
processes on standard machines. Revolutionary gear-milling
solutions from DMG / Mori Seiki USA enable all types of gear machining
with innovative milling programs and off-the-shelf tooling—so you
can slash setup times and boost profit.

Machining is believing.

™

September 10-15 | Chicago
Visit us at booth #S-8900

www.geartechnology.com

dmori 1302-01 August Ads_GT_Vers2.indd 1

www.dmgmoriseikiusa.com

855-364-6674
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SKF
Stroboscope
Facilitates Easy
Inspection

The portable SKF TKRS 10
Stroboscope facilitates easy inspection
of rotating or reciprocating machinery in a “flash” without stopping the
machinery or otherwise interrupting
operation. The device enables the
motion of machinery to appear “frozen” at the position required for visual
inspection and ultimately can assist in
preparing for necessary maintenance
in advance of planned equipment shutdown. This tool delivers an optimum
solution for inspecting and monitoring
the condition of fans, gears, rolls and
pulleys.
The stroboscope’s phase-shift feature offers the capability to advance or
retard flash timing without changing
the flash rate, which allows for motion
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to be “frozen” at the exact position
required for inspection. A bright flash
rate up to 12,500 flashes-per-minute
(FPM) ideally illuminates an application at a distance to cover a wide
viewing area and suit a wide range of
applications. Among other features, the
device’s flash rate can be adjusted easily and quickly using the variable dial
rate and the required flash speed can
be reached within seconds. The stroboscope benefits from a compact design
for handheld operation and integrates
an easy-to-read and user-friendly LCD
display.
The stroboscope utilizes a rechargeable battery with long running time per
charge (up to 2.5 hours) and includes
a universal AC adaptor for use worldwide. The device is supplied in a carrying case for protection and portability.
A mounting thread on the underside
allows mounting on a tripod for stability and added ease of use. SKF also
now offers the advanced TKRS 20,
which includes all the features of the

TKRS 10 plus higher flash rate capabilities (300,000 FPM) and extended
battery run time (12 hours).

For more information:
SKF USA, Inc.
890 Forty Foot Road
Lansdale, PA 19446
Phone: (267) 436-6000
www.skf.com

Leitz Gear Inspection. New ways of thinking.

Call it

High precision gear inspection
centers for gear diameters
up to 4500mm / 177” and shaft
lengths of up to 7000mm / 275”.

a CMM
if you like

Any type of gear.
Any type of cutting tool.
And any gearbox, too!

www.leitz-metrology.com
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